
‘An Ardent Salute to the Father of Nation'.  

Gaurav Memorial International School organised “Gandhi Memorial Week” 

Gandhi Jayanti is a significant national event in India that commemorates the birth anniversary of 

Mahatma Gandhi, to pay a homage to his ideals of truth , non- violence and simplicity ,Gaurav Memorial 

International School celebrated it with great enthusiasm and reverence. Through various activities, the 

school not only celebrated history but also aimed to in still these values in the young minds of tomorrow.  

The celebration began with a Lighting of lamp done by Managing Director ,Mrs Arti Katiyar and Vice 

Principal Mrs. Lucky Jain ,the event commenced with a Sangeet Samaroh where teachers and students 

unite with melodious Gandhians  Bhajans and Songs to spread a Gandhi’s message a crystal clear.  

Not only this, on the auspicious occasion of Gandhi Jayanti ,Gaurav Memorial International School took a 

great pride in announcing the inauguration of special “Gandhi Wall” in school premises .The wall was 

unveiled by school’s MD Mrs. ArtiKatiyar where several images and historical anecdotes from Gandhi’s 

life from 1915 to 1946 mentioned. This wall serve as a virtue tribute to Mahatma Gandhi.  

The programme followed by a “Dandi March” done by The Centre of Arts and Culture (Drama) along with 

the help of kids paradise students where in Gandhi’s footsteps kids marched for justice with salt in hand 

they re-enacted a scene to convey a message that come what may the country will get a justice. Several 

speeches and slogans were spoken by the students of GMIS on Lal Bahadur Shastri and on Gandhiji.  

The Center of Arts and Culture (Film-Making)has chosen to screen the iconic film “Gandhi-1984” to 

imbibe the valuable life-lessons, Civil-disobedience& power of Non-violence among the students. After 

screening, an open discussion took place where students shared their thoughts , asked questions and 

gave their reviews.  

The celebration of a great day concluded with the special event, i. e, the pedagogical Workshop based on 

NayiTaleem given by school”s  M. D. Mrs. Arti Katiyar  & V. P Mrs. Lucky Jain to the educators where they 

were encouraged to reflect on how they can incorporate Nayi Taleem (NEP) principles into their own 

teaching practices &in Educational Institution. Through various activities& hands - on practice session, 

educators explored innovative teaching methods.  

The celebration of Gandhi Jayanti at GMIS was a heartfelt tribute to a great leader & his timeless 

principles. It is not just a day of remembrance but a day of reflection & inspiration for all the members of 

the GMIS community.  

 


